Graphic Novels

*Artemis Fowl (series)* by Eoin Colfer (Graphic Novel J 741.5 COL) Based on Eoin Colfer’s Artemis Fowl series. A twelve year old evil genius tries to restore his family fortune by capturing a fairy and demanding ransom. The fairies, however fight back using magic and a troll.

*Redwall: the graphic novel* by Brian Jacques (Graphic Novel J Jacques) Based on Brian Jacques’ book Redwall. A young mouse named Matthias wants to find a legendary sword which he thinks will help protect the city of Redwall against an evil rat, Cluny and his hordes.

*Owly (series)* by Andy Runton (Graphic Novel J Runton) This series is about a lonely but kind owl named Owly who is always looking for friends and adventure. In the first book of the series, The Way Home and The Bittersweet Summer, Owly learns the meaning of friendship and that goodbye isn’t always forever.

*Smile* by Raina Telgemeier (Graphic Novel J Telgemeier) Sixth grader Raina falls down the stairs and knocks out her two front teeth. What follows is a long series of dental problems that affect how Raina feels about herself.

*Drama* by Raina Telgemeier (Graphic Novel J Telgemeier) Middle schooler Callie works on the set design of her middle school production of Moon Over Mississippi. She experiences lots of drama with the cast and crew of the play.

*Binky the Space Cat (series)* by Ashley Spires (Graphic Novel J Spires) Binky the cat wants to be an astronaut. He undergoes vigorous training so he can blast into space (his backyard) and fight aliens (bugs). But just as he’s ready to leave, he realizes he’s forgotten something important.

*The Lightning Thief: the graphic novel* by Rick Riordan and Robert Venditti (Graphic Novel J Riordan) Based on Rick Riordan’s book The Lightning Thief, twelve year old Percy learns he is the son of Poseidon, god of the sea. He is sent to a summer camp for demigods, where he meets new friends and goes on a quest to stop a war between the gods.

*Missile Mouse: the star crusher* by Jake Parker (Graphic Novel J Parker) Missile Mouse is a secret agent for the Galactic Security Agency. In this graphic novel, he battles evil intergalactic forces, threatening to destroy the universe.

*Babymouse (series)* by Jennifer Holm (Graphic Novel J Holm) In Queen of the World, the first book of the series, Babymouse wants to be queen of the world. She also wants to be invited to the most popular girl’s slumber party.

*Squish (series)* by Jennifer Holm (Graphic Novel J Holm) Squish is a comic-book loving Amoeba. In Super Amoeba, the first book in the series, Squish tries to imitate his favorite comic-book hero when his friend is threatened by a bully.

*Lunch Lady (series)* by Jarrett Krosoczka (Graphic Novel J Krosoczka) The school lunch lady is a secret crime fighter. In Lunch Lady and the Cyborg Substitute, the lunch lady uncovers a plot to replace the popular teachers with robots.